Individual Awards
Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
Honors, Scholastic and Varsity Levels
ART Bronze

Stephan Huang, Western Sierra
Abigail Graves, Roseville
Kris Jibson, Roseville
Macy Boskovich, Western Sierra
Waylon Chauvin, Rocklin
ART
Silver
Emma Muller, Western Sierra
Megan Stengle, Rocklin
Shelby Wines, Rocklin
ART

Gold

Radian Hong, Rocklin
Connor Olson-Donoghue, Roseville
Lucas Gewerth, Roseville
ECONOMICS Bronze

Radian Hong, Rocklin
Owen Crown, Western Sierra
Megan Stengle, Rocklin
Connor Olson-Donoghue, Roseville
Shelby Wines, Rocklin
ECONOMICS Gold
Hannah Treehan, Western Sierra
Ryan Renger, Rocklin
Waylon Chauvin, Rocklin
ESSAY

Bronze

Sanjay Sivakumar, Rocklin
Ryan Renger, Rocklin
Madiha Khursheed, Western Sierra
ESSAY Gold

Hannah Treehan, Western Sierra
Laasya Gangavarapu, Western Sierra
Shelby Wines, Rocklin
INTERVIEW

Bronze

Sanjay Sivakumar, Rocklin
Laasya Gangavarapu, Western Sierra
Shelby Wines, Rocklin
INTERVIEW

Gold

Hannah Treehan, Western Sierra
Ryan Regner, Rocklin
Madiha Khursheed, Western Sierra
LITERATURE Bronze

Hannah Treehan, Western Sierra
Ryan Regner, Rocklin
Madiha Khursheed, Western Sierra
LITERATURE

Silver

Radian Hong, Rocklin
Owen Crown, Western Sierra
Macy Boskovich, Western Sierra
LITERATURE Gold

Emma Muller, Western Sierra
Connor Olson-Donoghue, Roseville
Waylon Chauvin, Rocklin
MATHMATICS

Bronze

Emma Muller, Western Sierra
Laasya Ganavarapu, Western Sierra
Kris Jibson, Roseville
Shelby Wines, Rocklin
MATHMATICS
Silver
Sanjay Sivakumar, Rocklin
Megan Stengle, Rocklin
Connor Olson-Donoghue, Roseville
Madiha Khursheed, Western Sierra
Lucas Gewerth, Roseville
Caulen Wright, Roseville
Hannah Treehan, Western Sierra
Ryan Renger, Rocklin
Macy Boskovich, Western Sierra
Waylon Chauvin, Rocklin
Ethan Rariden, Roseville
MUSIC Bronze

Emma Muller, Western Sierra
Kris Jibson, Roseville
Macy Boskovich, Western Sierra
MUSIC Silver

Radian Hong, Rocklin
Ryan Renger, Rocklin
Connor Olson-Donoghue, Roseville
Caulen Wright, Roseville
MUSIC Gold

Stephan Huang, Western Sierra
Megan Stengle, Rocklin
Lucas Gewerth, Roseville
SCIENCE Bronze

Stephan Huang, Western Sierra
Brook Moniz, Rocklin
Ryan Renger, Rocklin
Shelby Wines, Rocklin
Hannah Treehan, Western Sierra
Connor Olson-Donoghue, Roseville
Macy Boskovich, Western Sierra
Radian Hong, Rocklin
Laasya Gangavarapu, Western Sierra
Waylong Chauvin, Rocklin
Lucas Gewerth, Roseville
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Bronze
Brook Moniz, Rocklin
Ryan Renger, Rocklin
Macy Boskovich, Western Sierra
SOCIAL SCIENCE Silver

Emma Muller, Western Sierra
Owen Crown, Western Sierra
Ethan Rariden, Roseville
Caulen Wright, Roseville
SOCIAL SCIENCE

Gold

Radian Hong, Rocklin
Connor Olson-Donoghue, Roseville
Lucas Gewerth, Roseville
SPEECH

Bronze

Emma Muller, Western Sierra
Laasya Gangavarapu, Western Sierra
Shelby Wines, Rocklin
SPEECH Silver

Radian Hong, Rocklin
Ryan Renger, Rocklin
Waylon Chauvin, Rocklin
SUPER DECATHLETES

Bronze

Radian Hong, Rocklin
Megan Stengle, Rocklin
Shelby Wines, Rocklin
SUPER DECATHLETES

Silver

Emma Muller, Western Sierra
Ryan Renger, Rocklin
Madiha Khursheed, Western Sierra
SUPER DECATHLETES

Gold

Hannah Treehan, Western Sierra
Connor Olson-Donoghue, Roseville
Waylon Chauvin, Rocklin
Coach Recognition

Team Coaches:

- **Michael Knight**, Rocklin High School
- **Bobby Ritter**, Roseville High School
- **Rachel Lewis**, Western Sierra Collegiate Academy
Team Awards
TEAM SCORES

Rocklin High School 30,389.10
Roseville High School 18,053.30
Western Sierra Collegiate Academy 28,933.10
ROCKLIN HIGH SCHOOL
Placer County Academic Decathlon
2022 CHAMPIONS

Brook Moniz
Radian Hong
Sanjay Sivakumar
Ryan Renger
Megan Strengle
Waylon Chauvin
Shelby Wines
Congratulations!
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